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DISCUSSION 

Website Training and Editor Position. Don reported that the college no longer can hire a 
contract employee to handle the position that he has held in the past.  He told the committee 
that a full-time position is being created to handle the job.  A position description is currently 
under development and the position will be advertised and filled as soon as all the necessary 
approvals are obtained.   

Mobile-Friendly Staff Directory.  Alfonso reviewed a proposed revision to the staff directory 
that would make it more mobile friendly.  He presented a mock up set up by the vendor 
http://sectorpoint.com/scc and shared how other colleges have addressed the problem.  It was 
the consensus of the Committee to implement the two-column page display like the mock up site 
with the addition of the ability to do department searches. 

Non-discrimination Link.  Alfonso reported that the Non-discrimination link has been added to 

all SCC web pages. Don added that the link has also been added to all the forms on the SCC 
website.  This was necessary as the forms are stored in a different location from the other SCC 
webpages. 

SiteImprove Quality Assurance Issues. It appears the “funky issues” reported at the 

December meeting are a continuing problem.  These issues are  

(1) When you open a Pages or Documents library in Site Content, the contents of the folder do 
not always display. Sometimes the <CTRL>+<F5> helps to display it. But sometimes it does not. 

(2) The word “current” will attach to the first word in navigation link text and Siteimprove will 
report the link as a spelling error that we cannot fix. Don will send Alfonso an example so he can 
report it to Siteimprove. 

February Accessibility Issues Report. Alfonso presented the February report. Student 
services, Foundation, and  Accreditation remain as the groups with the largest number of 
issues.  The areas will the largest number of issues  the groups to determine where to focus 
our training. Student Services seems to be our biggest “offender”. Of course, that is a big 
umbrella, containing lots of sub groups. But it points us out on the right direction. 

Carousel Arrows. Anh has updated the arrows on the main page carousel as the 
Committee requested.  The arrows are now clearly displayed regardless of the colors in the 
image.  

Drop Down links. Loann presented a request from Dr. Coto that a link for “Free Tuition (SCC 
Promise Scholarship)” be added on one of the drop-down menus.  It was the consensus of the 
committee that the link should be added on the Enroll menu following the Financial Aid link. 

Spring Training Dates. Amy scheduled the monthly training dates requested at our last 
meeting.   

 February 27, Wednesday, 10:00 a.m. 

 March 19, Tuesday, 12:00pm  

 April 25, Thursday, 11:00am  

 May 17, Friday, 9:00am  

 June 3, Monday, 3:00pm 
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The February 27 training will be cancelled because of the uncertainty of having someone 
available to conduct the training.  While the remaining training sessions will be open to all 
interested faculty and staff, personal invitations will be sent to the Student Services and the 
Foundation staff as these areas have a significant number of unaddressed web page 
accessibility issues.   

 
 

ACTION ITEMS 
Old  

 Don will send Alfonso an example of the Siteimprove problem that adds “Current” to Navigation 

links, and Alfonso will address it with Siteimprove. 

 

New 
 Alfonso will notify ITS about our Staff Directory format choice for the mobile phone. 

 Don will prepare a Help Desk ticket requesting the “Free Tuition (SCC Promise Scholarship)” 

link be added to the Enroll drop-down menu. 

 A subgroup meeting needs to be arranged with Anh Dinh, Dean Hopkins, Amy Styffe, and 

Alfonso Oropeza to go over the types of errors in Siteimprove report (i.e., errors in discussion 

forum pages. The idea is to know how to fix them to have end users trained.) 

 

 

 


